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A GENERALIZED TOPOLOGICAL MEASURE THEORY

BY

R. B. KIRK AND J. A. CRENSHAW

ABSTRACT.  The theory of measures in a topological space, as developed

by V. S. Varadarajan for the algebra C   of bounded continuous functions on a

completely regular topological space, is extended to the context of an arbitrary

uniformly closed algebra A of bounded real-valued functions.   Necessary and suf-

ficient conditions are given for A * to be represented in the natural way by a space

of regular finitely-additive set functions.  The concepts of additivity and tightness

for these set functions are considered and some remarks about weak convergence

are made.

Introduction. It is now more than three decades since the appearance in

1940 and 1941 of the pioneering investigations of A. D. Alexandrov [1] into

finitely-additive set functions in topological spaces, and more than a decade since

the definitive study of V. S. Varadarajan in 1961 of measures in topological spaces

[21]. From these beginnings, there has developed in recent years a rather sub-

stantial topological measure theory through the efforts of many investigators.

Among them should be mentioned Fremlin, Garling and Haydon [4], E. Granirer

[6], J. D. Knowles [10], W. Moran [11], [12], F. D. Sentüles [15], [16], [17],

R. F. Wheeler [17], [20] and S. Mosiman [13].  Almost all of this work has been

done in the context of a completely regular Hausdorff space, and the studies have

been concerned with the algebra Cb of bounded, continuous real-valued functions

and its dual space. The first author of the present note has believed for some

time now that there should be an analogous theory, for an arbitrary uniformly

closed algebra of bounded, real-valued functions and its dual space. Besides being

of interest in its own right, such a theory should provide new insight into topolog-

ical measure theory by allowing one to study Cb and its dual by means of its

proper subalgebras and their duals. It should also be of interest in probability

theory where a proper subalgebra of Cb may be of more relevance in a particular

problem than Cb itself. It is our purpose in the present paper to develop the

beginnings of such a theory.
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From the outset of our study, we adopted the principle that a theory of

representations of duals of algebras by spaces of measures will only be useful if

analogs of the major results in topological measure theory can be shown to hold.

Subject to this principle, we have tried to develop our results in as general a set-

ting as possible. As the expert will see, the ideas for the proofs of some of the

theorems are similar to the proofs in the topological case but often require non-

trivial technical modifications. A number of the deeper results and questions (in

particular metrization problems and certain questions about weak compactness)

require further investigation and are not treated here. We believe that the theory

developed is quite comprehensive and that it should serve well for future develop-

ments.

In §1, we introduce the notion of a paving ft/ and discuss the space Af(ft)) of

W-regular set functions. There are no proofs here, and the reader is referred to

[8] for further details. In §§2 and 3 a uniformly closed algebra A of bounded

real-valued functions which contains the constants is considered. Theorem 3.8

gives necessary and sufficient conditions on the paving ft) in order that M(W) repre-

sent the dual of A in the usual way. (This provides a generalization of Alexandrov's

representation theorem.) As an application of this theorem, it is shown in Theorem

3.12 that if ft/ is a normal base for the weak topology generated by A on the

underlying set X and if A is the set of restrictions to X of C(Xffl ) (where Xq is

the Wallman compactification of A" for ft)), then M(W) represents the dual of A.

This means that if the Frink conjecture from general topology holds (that is, if

every compactification is a Wallman compactification), then the dual of every alge-

bra can be represented by M(ft)) for some paving ft). In §4 various notions of

additivity for elements of M(W) ate discussed and they are related to correspond-

ing conditions on the functionals on A. In §5, tightness for the set functions and

the corresponding functionals is discussed. In §6 some results about weak con-

vergence are obtained. Finally in an appendix, counterexamples to several natural

conjectures are given.

1. The space M(W).

Definition 1.1. Let X he a set. A family ft) of subsets of X is a paving if

the following hold.

1. 0GW.

2,|JW = I

3. If WX,W2E ft/, then Wx D W2, Wx U W2 E ft/.

If X G ft/, then ft) is a full paving.

If ft/ is a paving on X, then F(W) and 2(ft/) (or just F and 2) denote the

ring and the a-ring respectively of subsets of X generated by ft). The following is

a list of some important pavings.
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Examples. 1. Any ring W of subsets of X with X = U W-

2. The family G of closed sets in a topological space.

3. The family Z of zero sets in a topological space.

4. The family K of compact sets in a topological space.

5. The family of bounded sets in a uniform space. (A set is bounded if it

is bounded for every pseudometric in the gauge of the uniformity.)

Proposition 1.2. Let W be a paving on X. If FC X, then FEE if and

only if there are sets W¡, V¡ G W (i = 1, • • •, n) such that the following hold.

1.  V¡C W¡fori= 1,•••,«.

2.. (W¡ -V¿C\(Wj-V¡) = 0 for i ±j.

3. F=\J/=x(^i-V¡).

Definition 13. Let W be a paving on X. A finitely-additive, real-valued

function m on F is regular (Cl'-regular) if for each F G F and each e > 0, there is

WEW with W C F and |m(G)| < e whenever G G F(W) with GCF-W.  It is

called finite if sup {\m(G)\: G E F and G C F] < °° for each F G F.

Proposition 1.4. Let m be a nonnegative finitely-additive, real-valued

function on F  These are equivalent.

1. m is regular.

2. For FEE, m(F) = sup {m(W): WEW,WCF}.

3. Let Wy, W2 G ft/ wiYA ̂CICj,  77ie« m(W2) = sup {mirV, U W):

WEW,WCW2,Wy nw=0}.

Let M(W) (or M) denote the set of all finite, finitely-additive, regular real-

valued functions on F. With respect to the usual operations of pointwise addition,

multiplication and order, M(W) is an ordered vector space.

Definition 15. Let m EM and F G F. Define

m+(F) = sup {m(G): G G F and G C F),

m~(F) = sup {- m(G): GEfandGCF},

\m\(F) = sup [m(Gy) - m(G2): G y, G2 G F, G, U G2 C F and G, n G2 = 0}.

Proposition 1.6. 7/m G M, iAen m+,m~, \m\ EM. Furthermore, m+ =

sup(m, 0), m~ = - inf(m, 0) and \m\ = sup(m, - m).

Proposition 1.7. M is a Dedekind complete Riesz space.

In the case that W is a full paving, define ||iw|| = \m\(X) for each m EM.

Then || • || is a Riesz norm on M.  (That is, \\my\\ < ||w2ll whenever 0 < /«j < m2)

Furthermore, for 0 < mt, m2 it follows that ||mj + ih2|| = \\my\\ + ||m2||. As a

consequence of the following proposition M is an ¿-space.
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Proposition 1.8. Let W be a full paving.  Then M is norm complete.

The proofs of the above propositions appear in [9, pp. 452—454].

2. Standard representations. Throughout the remainder of the paper, A will

denote a uniformly closed algebra of bounded, real-valued functions on X which

contains the constants and separates points. Let A* denote the Banach dual of A

for the sup norm. It is an immediate consequence of the Weierstrass approxima-

tion theorem that A is a Riesz space under the usual ordering. Furthermore, since

1 EA, A* is also the order dual of A and, hence, a Dedekind complete Riesz space.

Definition 2.1. Let ft) be a full paving on X. Astandard representation of A*

in M(ftf) is a linear map I of A* into M((jJ) with the property that if 0 < y G A*,

then I^W) = inf M/): fEA, Xw </} for all W G ft/.

Remarks. 1. If there is a standard representation of A* in M(W), then it is

unique.

2. If / is a standard representation of A* in M(W), then / is order preserving.

3. If / is a standard representation of A* in M(W), then / is bounded (for

the norm topologies) and ||/|| < 1.

Proposition 2.2. Let I be a standard representation of A* in M(ft)). //

m E M(ft/)+, then there isO<$EA* with Iip = m.

Proof. Let S denote the Riesz space of simple functions over F. For s =

SafXf- G 5 in canonical form, define \p(s) = "La^Fj). Then \p(s) <p(s) for all

sES where p is the subadditive functional defined on B(X) (all bounded real-

valued functions) by p(f) = \\f+\\x\\m\\. By the Hahn-Banach theorem, there is

a linear functional V on B(X) which extends i/- and satisfies >£(/) <p(/) for all/G

B(X). Since /< 0 implies p(f) = 0 and so V(f) < 0, it is clear that ty is a nonnegative

linear functional.

Let (¿> be the restriction of * to A. Since 0 < ip, ip G A*. If /^ = m ', then

for each WEW, m'(W) = inf{«p(/): /G A, Xw<f}> Hxw) = m(W). The ft/-

regularity now implies that m <m'. Since m(X) = i¿>(1) = m'(X) it follows that

m = m'. Thus I^p = m  — m, and the proof is complete.

Corollary 2.3. Let I be a standard representation of A* in M. Then I is

onto M.

Proposition 2.4. ¿er I be a standard representation of A* in M. The fol-

lowing are then equivalent.

1. I is lattice preserving.
1      r •2. I is norm preserving.

3. I is one-one.
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Proof. (1 - 2) ||/*|| < IMI < ||MH = M(l) = I\$\(X) = \I<p\(X) = ||7^||.

Thus ||7i^|| = IMI as claimed.

(2 =» 3) This is obvious.

(3 => 1)  Let y EA*. It is sufficient to show that (I¡p)+ = 7(<¿>+). Since

0 < (If)+ G M, there is by Proposition 2.2 a i/> G A* with 0 < \p and I\p = (7<p)+.

Since (¿¿>)+ < lQp+), the fact that 0 < 7(t/J+ - ip) implies that 0 < y+ - i//.

(Indeed, by Proposition 2.2, there is 0 < % G A* with 1% = I(<p+ - \p). Since 7 is

one-one, £ = <¿>+ - i//.) Since 0 < (7<p)+ - 7<p = 7(i// - t¿>), the same reasoning gives

that 0 < \p - (¿>. But 0 < i// and <p < i/> imply that cp+ < >//. But i// < i£+ was

shown above so that i¿>+ = i//. Thus (7<p)+ = 7i/> = 7(<£+) as claimed.

Definition 2.5. M(ft/) represents A* if there is a standard representation of

^4* onto M(\)l) which is a Banach lattice isomorphism.

Remark. In view of Propositions 2.2 and 2.4, M(W) represents A* if and

only if there is a one-one standard representation of A* in M(W).

Let S(ft/) (or S) denote the Riesz space of simple functions over the algebra

F = F(W). For m G M+ and s G S, let Jx s dm be defined in the usual way. An

/ G B(X) is m-integrable (Riemann sense) if

■|t
(*) supU   sdm: sES,s<f\ = inf U, tdm: tES,f<t

If/is m-integrable, the number defined by (*) is denoted by fx fdm. The func-

tion/ G B(X) is ^-integrable if /is w-integrable for all m EM+.

The following observation is an immediate corollary of the usual proof of the

analytic form of the Hahn-Banach theorem. We state it here without proof.

Proposition 2.6. Let E be a real linear space, p a subadditive and positive

homogeneous functional on E, F a subspace of E and y(x) < p(x) for all x G F.

Then y has a unique extension to a linear functional $ on E satisfying <&(y) <

p(y) for all y EE if and only if, for each xEE,

sup lp(y) - p(y - x)] = inf [p(x + z) - <¿>(z)]'.
y^F z<EF

Theorem 2.1. Let M represent A*. Then every fEA is ft)-integrable. Further-

more, if m = lip for some y G A*, then <p(f) = fx fdm for all fEA.

Proof. Fix 0 < m G M and without loss of generality assume that m(X) — 1.

For s ES, define i¿>(s) = fx sdm. Let E denote the linear hull of A U S in B(X);

and for /G E, let p(f) = ||/+Hx-. Then p is a subadditive and positive homo-

geneous functional on E and i¿>(s) < p(s) for all s G S. The proof hinges on the

following fact.
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(*) There is only one linear functional <ï> on E which extends <p and satisfies

<i>(f)<p(f)forallfEE.

Indeed, let $ be any such functional. Then $ <p implies that $ is nonneg-

ative. Hence if \¡j is the restriction of $ to A, 0 < \¡/ so that ^ EA*. Let 0 <

m = I\¡j, where / is the given standard representation of A* in Af(ft/). Then for

all W G ft), m'(W) = infW(f): fEA,xw<f}. But for fEA and W E ft), if

Xw, </, then m(W) = rfxw) < *(/) = Hf) so that m(R/) < m'(W). By ((/-reg-

ularity, it follows that m<m'. On the other hand, m(X) = tp(l) = i//(l) =

m'iX) so that again by ((/-regularity, m' <m. Thus m = m'. That is I\jj = m.

In order to complete the verification of (*), let <&x and i>2 be two linear

functionals ori F of the kind specified in (*). If \jjx and \j/2 denote the restric-

tions to A of $i and 4>2 respectively, then I\¡it = m = /t//2 as shown above.

Since / is one-one, it follows that \¡jx = \¡/2. If A G F, then h = s 4- / for some

choice of s ES and fE A. Hence «^(A) = <¿(s) + ^,(/) = yj(s) + i/r2(/) = $2(A).

That is, 4>j = $2 as was to be shown.

By combining (*) with Proposition 2.6, we obtain for each /G A,

(1) Hi) - $(/) = sup [rfs) - p(s - /)] = inf [p(r + /) - ^i)]
ses re«

where \¡j, * are as above. Let (s*) and (r*) be sequences in 5 such that <p(s* +1*)

- [P(s* "/) + P(t* + /)] -* 0 as n — <*>. (This is possible by (1).) For each

nEN, define s„ = s* - p(s* - f)\ and r„ = p(f + r*)l -1*. Then s„, tn E S

for all nEN. Since s* -f<p(s* -/), it follows that s„ </. Similarly, it fol-

lows that / < r„. Since 0 < fx(tn - sn)dm = <p(tn - sn) = -^p(s* + t*) +

[p(f + t*) + p(s* - /)] —* 0 as n —*■ °° and since s„ <f<tn for all nEN, it

follows that / is w-integrable. Furthermore, from (1), it follows that i//(/) =

Ihn,,-»«» <p(sn) - /x /^ffJ where m = I\p. The proof is complete.

Corollary 2.8. ¿ef M represent A* under the standard representation I.

Then for m EM,I~lm(f) = ¡x fdm, for allfEA.

3. Representation theorems. As above A will denote a uniformly closed

algebra of bounded real-valued functions on X which contains the constants and

separates points. The weakest topology on X for which all the functions in A are

continuous is a completely regular Hausdorff topology which will be denoted by

ta . A proof of the following may be found in [9, p. 444].

Theorem 3.1. There is a pair (XA, h) where XA is a compact Hausdorff

space and h is a homeomorphism of (X, ta ) onto a dense subspace ofXA such

that if fE A, then f ° h~l has a (unique) extension to an element ofC(XA) and

such that every element of C(XA ) arises in this way. Furthermore, XA is unique up

to homeomorphism.
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In what follows, we will identify X with A [X]. That is, we will assume that

(X, ta) is a subspace of XA. For Y C X, Y will be used to denote the closure of

Y in XA ; and if ftl is any family of subsets of X, then ftl = [W: W G ft/}. Finally,

if fEA, then /will denote the unique extension of / to XA. We will make the

blanket assumption that all pavings ft/ considered are full pavings of ta -closed sub-

sets of X.

Definition 3.2 • The algebra A separates the paving ft/ if whenever Wy, W2

G ft) with Wy n W2 = 0, then there is an/G A with/= 0 on Wy and /= 1 on

W2. The algebra A strongly separates ft) if for all Wy, W2 G ft), it follows that

Wy n W2 = WyD W2.

Remarks. 1. A separates ft) if and only if Wy n W2 = 0 whenever Wy, W2

E ft/ and Wy n W2 = 0.

2. If A strongly separates ft/, then^4 separates ft/. (The converse is false in

general ) For example, let X = TV, A the algebra of all convergent sequences and

W = {W C TV: l€If}U {0}. Then .4 separates ft/ even though strong separation

fails for Wy = {I, 2, 4, 6,- • •} and W2 = {1, 3, 5, 7,- • -}.(l)

Proposition 33. 1. A strongly separates W if and only if ftl is a paving

onXA.

2. If A strongly separates ft), then the map W ~* W extends (uniquely) to a

Boolean isomorphism of E(W) onto F(ft/).

Proof. 1. Let Wy, W2 G ft/. Since ft/ is a paving, there is W G ft/ with ÍP =

fi>! n W2. Hence H>j n R>2 C W so that H/,n(V2C W, since Wj, W2 and W are

r¿ -closed. For the same reason, W C Wy and W C W2. Thus W=Wy nw2.

2. The proof is essentially the same as in Proposition 25 in [9], and so we

omit it here.

Remark. If A strongly separates ft/, the Boolean algebra isomorphism of the

above proposition induces a Riesz space isomorphism a of S(ft)) onto S(ft/) and a

Banach lattice isomorphism v of TI7(ft/) onto M(dJ) in the obvious way.

Corollary 3.4. Assume that A strongly separates ft/. Then an fEA is

W-integrable if and only if fis ft/ -integrable.

Proof. Let a and v be the maps of the above remark. Then for /G A and

s,tE S(ft/), it is easily seen that s </< t if and only if as </< at and that

fx sdm = J\f   osdv(m). The result is now immediate.

Proposition 33. Let M(ft/) represent A*. Then A strongly separates ft/.

(!) The authors would like to express their thanks to the referee for suggesting this

example and for the other helpful suggestions which he made regarding the paper.
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Proof. Let Wx, W2 G ft), and fix x G Wx n W2. FotfEA, define y(f) =

f(x). Then 0 < «p so <¿> G A*. If ¿(p = w, then for ail W E ft), m(W) = l if xEW

and w(W) = 0 if jc ̂  IV. (Indeed, in view of the natural identification of A with

C(XA), m(W) = infW): fEA, Xw </} = inffe(x): jGC^), Xw <g}.

The result is now immediate by Urysohn's lemma.) Since m(Wx) = m(W2) = 1,

m(Wx nif2)=l which implies that x G Wx n W2. Hence (f, n ^ C Wj n W2.

Since W/j n W2 CWxOW2 is always valid, it follows that WXC\W2 = Wx~rTw2.

Proposition 3.6.  ¿er A strongly separate ft). 77ie space M(W) represents

A* if and only ifM((H) represents C(XA)*.

Proof. (=>)  Let Tbe the Banach lattice isomorphism of A onto C(XA)

defined by Tf-J. Then the adjoint T* is a Banach lattice isomorphism of

C(XA)* onto A*. Since A strongly separates ft), there is a natural Banach lattice

isomorphism v of M((jJ) onto M(ftj). (See the remark following Proposition 3.3.)

Let / be the standard representation of A onto Af(ft/). Define 7 = v o / o f*. It

is a simple matter to verify that / is a one-one standard representation of C(XA )*

in M(W).

(<=) Taking T* and v as above, if 7 is the standard representation of C(XA)*

in M(ft/), define / = v~1 ° 7 ° (T*)~l. Then it is easy to verify that / is a one-

one, standard representation of .4* in M((jJ).

Lemma 3.7. ¿er X be a compact Hausdorff space, let ft) be a full paving of

closed subsets of X and let M(W) represent C(X)*. If 0 < p G M(G), where G is

the paving of closed sets of X, then for each e > 0 and each G EG, there is a

WEW with WCX-G = GC and p(Gc - W) < e.

Proof. First note that M(G) represents C(X)*. By G-regularity, there is

C0 G G with G0 C Gc and p(Gc - G0) < e. Take fE C(X) with Xc0 <f<

XGC. Let m denote the restriction of p to F(ft/). Since M((ti) represents C(X)*,

it follows that m G M(W). (Indeed, let ip(/) = fx fdp, and let m G M(W) tente-

sent ip under the given standard representation of C(X)* in M((jJ). Then for each

W G ft/, m'(W) = inf M/): fE C(X), xw </} = P(W) - m(W).) By Theorem

2.7 there is 0 < s G S(W) with s </and fx(f-s)dm<e. Let F = {x EX: 0 <

s(x)}.   Then F G F(W) and F C Gc. Now take W G ft) with W C F and wi(F - W)

< e. Then W C Gc and

0 < p(Gc - IV)

= p(Gc-GQ)+\p(GQ)-fxfdp]

+ Sx{f-*)dv + Ux sdp - /i(F)] + [p(F) - p(W)]

<3e,
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since [p(G0) - fx fdp] < 0 and [fx s dp- p(F)] < 0. Since e > 0 was arbitrary,

the proof is complete.

Recall that a set Z C X is an A-zero set if there is an /G A such that Z =

Z(f) = {x G X: f(x) = 0}. The family of all ¿-zero sets is denoted by Z(A). If

Z G 1(A), then ft/(Z) will denote the set of all W G ft/ such that there is an /G A

with / = 0 on Z and f=\onW. We then have the following.

Theorem 3.8. Let A be a uniformly closed algebra of bounded real-valued

functions on X which contains the constants and separates points, and let [tí be a

paving of rA -closed subsets of X.   Then M(W) represents A* if and only if the fol-

lowing two conditions hold.

1. A strongly separates ft/.

2. Let 0 < «¿> G A* and Z G 2(A). Then sup„,e(i)(z) inf M/): /G A, xw </}

= sup &(g): gEA,g< xzc}-

Proof. (=») Assume that M(W) represents A* under the standard represen-

tation 7. Then A strongly separates ft/ by Proposition 3.5. Fix 0 <<pEA* and

let Zip = m. Thus for W G ft), m(W) = inf M/): fEA and xw </}• Fix Z0 G

1(A), and let a = sup(m(W): W G ft)(Z0)} and A = sup Ms): s G ¿,s < x_c}.
o

We must show that a = b.

Take e > 0 and choose W0 G ftf(Z0) with a - e < m(R>0). Since W0 E

ft/(Z0), there is an fEA with 0 </< 1, /= 1 on W0 and/= 0 on Z0. Hence,

it follows that a - e < /«((Cq) < </>(/) < A. Since e was arbitrary, a<b.

Now define <p on C(XA ) by <£(/) = <p(/) for ah / G A. Since M(G) repre-

sents C(XA )* (where G is the paving of closed sets in XA ), there is 0 < p G

M(G) with <¿</) = fx   fdp for all /G A. Since M(ft/) represents ¿*, it follows

by Proposition 3.6 that M(ft/) represents C(XA)*. Hence by Lemma 3.7, if e > 0

is given, there is W0 G ftl with W0 C 2% and p(Zc0 - W0) < e. Since W0 n Z0

= 0, it is immediate from Urysohn's lemma that W0 G ft/(Z0). Now let g G A

with £ < x7c. Then g < x?c so that
■¿o ^o

^) = KÏÏ) < KZco) < e + M(i^o) = « + «(^o) < e + <*•

Since g and e > 0 were arbitrary, we obtain b < a.

(<=) Since yl strongly separates ft/, it is sufficient by Proposition 3.6 to

show that M(ftJ) represents C(XA)*. Let G be the paving of closed sets of XA.

Then M(G) represents C(XA). Hence in order to show that M((jJ) represents

C(XA)*, it is enough (by the remark following Definition 2.5) to show that if

0 < p G TI7(G) and if m is the restriction of p to F(W), then m G M(W) and the

/i —*• »i is one-one.
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In order to verify that m G M(W), it is enough to verify the ft/-regularity of

m. Hence fix W0 G ft) and e > 0. Since {Z: Z G Z(4)}formsa basis for the closed

sets in XA, the fact that M(G) = MT(G) implies that there is a Z0 G 2(A) with

W0 C Z0 and p(Z0 - W0) < e. It follows from condition 2 that there is Wx G

ft)(Z0) with p(Z% - Wx) < e. Hence WXCZ%C Wc0 and ro^g - ÍP,) =

p(Z0 - W0) + p(Zc0 - Wx) < 2e. Since e > 0 was arbitrary, the ((/-regularity of

m follows from Proposition 1.2.

Now assume that 0 < px, p2 G M(G) have the same restriction m to F(ft)).

In order to show px = p2, it is enough to show px(Z) = p2(Z) for every Z G

2(A). (This is a consequence of the G-regularity of px and p2, the fact that {Z:

Z G Z04)} is a basis for the closed sets in XA and the fact that M(G) = MT(G).)

Hence fix Z0 G Z(4). From condition 2, it follows that

px(Z%) = sup {m(fi/): W G ft/(Z0)} = p2(Z^).

Thus p,(Z0) = p2(Z0). The proof of the theorem is complete.

Remark. Condition 2 in Theorem 3.8 is equivalent to the following.

(2')  Let 0 < p G M(G) where G is the family of closed sets in XA. Then

for all G G G, p(Gc) = sup{p(Ü/): W G ft) and W C Gc}.

It would be interesting to know if the condition that A strongly separates ft)

in Theorem 3.8 can be replaced with the weaker condition that A separates ft/.

The present authors believe that this is unlikely although they have no counter-

example. The following example shows that it can happen that A strongly separates

ft) and that each element of A is ((/-integrable even though M(W) does not repre-

sents*.

Example. Let AT = [0, 1], let ft) consist of X together with the finite sub-

sets of X. Then A = C([0, 1]) strongly separates ft) and each fE A is W-integrable.

However, M(ft>) = /'([0, 1]) clearly does not represent A*.

We will now show that for a rather large class of algebras there is a paving

to which Theorem 3.8 can be applied. First we recall the following. (See [5] or

[14].)
Definition 3.9. Let X he a completely regular Hausdorff topological space.

A family ft/ of closed subsets of X is a normal base (or Wallman base) if the fol-

lowing hold.

1. ft) is a paving on X.

2. ft) is a base for the closed sets of X.

3. If G is a closed set in X and if x G Gc, then there are Wx, W2 E ft/ with

G C Wx, x E W2 and Wx n W2 = 0.

4. Let Wx, W2 E ft) with WxnW2 = 0. Then there are Vx, V2 G ft/ with

Vx U V2 = X, Wx C V{ and W2 C V{.
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With each normal base ft/ on a completely regular Hausdorff space X is asso-

ciated a compactification X^ called the W-compactification of X. (See [5].) We

will describe briefly how this is done. Let X^ be the set of all maximal ((/-filters.

For W G ft/, define d(W) = {| G Xw : We{}. The topology on Xw is defined by

taking [cl(W): WE ft/} as a base for the closed sets. Finally, for x EX, let if^. =

{WG ft/: x G H/}. Then ̂ G^. Let A be the map from X into Xu defined by

A(x) = %x for each x G X. Then the following holds. (For the proof see [5].)

Theorem. Let X be a completely regular Hausdorff space, and let ft) be a

normal base on X.   Then Xw is a compact Hausdorff space and h is a homeomor-

phism of X onto a dense subspace of X^.

Definition 3.10. Let AT be a completely regular Hausdorff space. A com-

pactification of X is a Wattman compactification if it is homeomorphic to X^ for

some normal base ft) on AT under a homeomorphism which keeps X pointwise fixed.

Proposition 3.11. Let A be an algebra on a point set X, and let X be given

the completely regular Hausdorff topology ta . Then XA is a Wattman compactifi-

cation of (X, ta ) if and only if there is a paving ft/ of ta -closed sets on X such

that the following hold.

1. A strongly separates ft/.

2. ft) forms a base for the closed sets of XA.

Proof. (=>) Let ft) be a normal base on X with XA = X^. (We identify

these two homeomorphic spaces.) Then condition 2 follows immediately from the

definition of Xy . Let Wt, W2 G ft) if x G Wt n W2, then Wy,W2Ex (by defi-

nition of Xw ). Hence Wy n W2 G x so that x G Wy n W2. Hence Wy n W2 =

Wy n W2.

(«=) We will show that ft/ is a normal base for (X, ta ) and that X is homeo-

morphic to XA. It is given that ft/ is a paving of ta -closed sets, and it is immedi-

ate from condition 2 that ft/ is a base for the rA -closed sets. Let Wy, W2 G ft/

with Wy n W2 = 0. By condition 1 it follows that Wy n W2 = 0. By condi-

tion 2 and the fact that a compact Hausdorff space is normal, there are Vy, V2 E ft)

with Vy U V2 =XA, WyC V°y and W2 C ?l- Hence Vx U V2 = X, Wy C V\_

and W2CV2. Now let G C X be ta-closed and x $ G. By condition 1, x £ G.

Again condition 2 and the normality of X^ imply the existence of Wy, W2 G ft/

with x G ÎPj, G C K*2 and iPj n pp2 = 0 Hence ft/ is a normal base.

For xEXA, define ^ = {W6(|): x G H/}. It is clear from conditions 1

and 2 that %XEXÍ¡¡. Define A from Af^ into Xw by A(x) = £x. It is clear that A

is one-one; and, since XA is compact, condition 2 implies that A is onto. In order

to show that A is a homeomorphism, it is enough to verify that A is continuous.
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Let (x¡) be a net in XA with x¡ —► x, and take W G ft/ with £x g cl(IV). Thus

W $ %x which is equivalent to * <$ W. Hence there is an index iQ such that x¡ $ If

for all i > i0. Hence, £x. $ cl(W/) for all i > f0. Thus ^. -> £.,. The proof is

complete.

Theorem 3.12. ¿er A be a uniformly closed algebra of bounded real-valued

functions on X which contains the constants and separates points.  If XA is a Wall-

man compactification, then there is a paving ft) of ta -closed sets such that M(ft/)

represents A*. In fact, ft/ may be taken to be any normal base for ta with X^ =XA.

Proof. Let ft/ be a normal base for rA with Xw = XA. Then A strongly

separates ft/ by Proposition 3.11. Furthermore, by the same proposition, ft) is a

base for the closed sets in XA . We will now show that condition (2') of the

remark following Theorem 3.8 holds. The result will then follow from Theorem 3.8.

Hence let 0 < p G M(G) where G is the family of closed sets in XA , and let

G0 G G. Then given e > 0, there is a G, G G with Gx C Gc0 and p(Gß - Gx) < e.

Since ft) is a base for G and since XA is compact, there is W G ft) with Gx CWC

Gq. Hence, p(G¡j) < p(W) + e. Since e > 0 was arbitrary, the result holds.

Problem. Given an algebra A, is there always a paving ft) of r-closed sets

such that M(W) represents A*1

Theorem 3.12 states that the problem has a positive answer for any algebra

A for which the compactification XA is a Wallman compactification. There is a

conjecture in topology known as Frink's conjecture which asserts that every com-

pactification is a Wallman compactification. There has been a considerable effort

in recent years to solve Frink's conjecture; and, as a result, many types of com-

pactifications are known to be Wallman. (For instance, the reader is referred to

[5], [14], [18].) If Frink's conjecture is true, then by Theorem 3.12 the problem

has a positive answer. It may be that the problem is equivalent to Frink's conjec-

ture, although the authors believe that this is probahly not the case. It should be

noted in this regard that M(((/) may represent A* even though ft) is not a rA -nor-

mal base.  (See (a) of appendix.) Finally, we remark that if A is z-separating

(that is, if A separates 2(A)) then 2(A) is a normal base whose Wallman compac-

tification is XA. Hence Theorem 3.11 of [9] is an immediate consequence of

Theorem 3.12 above. As a result Theorem 3.12 contains all known representations

of the Alexandrov type.

4. Additivity.  Throughout this section a will denote an infinite cardinal

number and ft) will be a paving.  A nonempty set / C ft) is an a-system if / is

directed downward, C\ I = 0 and card(/) < a. (Of course, / is directed down-

ward if whenever Wx, W2 G ft), then there is a W3 G / with W3 C Wx n W2.)
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Definition 4.1. An m G M is a-additive if inf {\m\(W): W G 7} = 0 for

every a-system 7 in ft/. The set of all a-additive elements in M is denoted by Ma

(orMa(ft))).

The following examples show that for any regular infinite cardinal a, there

are set functions m which are j3-additive for all cardinals ß < a but which are not

a-additive. For the purpose of the example, we recall that a cardinal number a

is the set of ah ordinals ß with card(/3) < a. A cardinal number a is regular if

there is no smaller cardinal number which is order isomorphic to a cofinal subset

of a. (For the properties of regular cardinals, the reader should consult [19].)

Example 1. Let a be a regular infinite cardinal and let X = a. For each

ß E a, let Wß = {y G X: ß<y< a}, and define ft/ = {0, X] U {Wß: ß G a}. It

is clear that ft) is a paving on X. Define m on F(ft/) by m(F) = 1 if there is 0 =£

W G ft/ with W C F and m(F) = 0 otherwise.  It is trivial to check that m G M(W).

If ß < a is a cardinal number and if 7 C ft/ is any /J-system, the fact that a is regu-

lar implies that 0 G 7. Hence inf {m(W): W G 7} = 0 so that m is /3-additive.

However, 7 = ft/ - {0} is an a-system and inf {m(W): W G 7} = 1 so that m is not

a-additive.

Proposition 4.2. Ma is a band in M.

Proof. It is clear that Ma is an ideal in M. Let (m¡) be a net in M* with

m¡ t m E M, and let 7 be an a-system. Without loss of generality, assume that

there is W0 E ft/ with W C W0 for all W G 7. Given e > 0, choose i0 such that

m(W0) < m¡ (W0) + e. (It is not difficult to show that 0 < m¡ t m if and only

if mt(W) \m(W) for aU WG ft/.)   Then, for arbitrary (VG/,0<(m- mi())(W)

<(m- miQ)(W0) < e. It then follows that

inf{m(W): WEI}<e + iní{m¡ (W): WEI} = e.

Since e > 0 was arbitrary, the proof is complete.

For a < ß it is clear that M« C Ma. For a = X0, it is customary to denote

Ma by Ma. The elements of M0 are called o-additive.  Obviously, there is a cardi-

nal a with the property that Ma = Mß whenever a < ß. (For example, take a =

card(2x).) The least cardinal with this property is denoted by t (or r(ft/)). It is

called the additivity index of ft/.

As a consequence of Propositions 1.6 and 42 there is a Riesz decomposition

M = Ma 0 M¿, where M¿ = {m G Af: inf(M, |m'|) = 0 for all m EMJ. The

next proposition describes the elements of M^.

Definition 43. An element m G M is a-singular if there is an a-system 7

in ft/ with M(F) = \m\(Vn W) for all F G ft) and W G 7.
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It is clear that the a-singular elements form an ideal in the Riesz space M.

Proposition 4.4. M¿ is the band generated by the ideal of a-singular elements.

Proof. Let 0 < m G M^. Then there is an a-singular element m with 0 <

m' < m. Indeed, since m is not a-additive, there is an a-system / in ft) with

inf {m(W): WEf} = a>0. For each F G F define m (F) = inf {m(F n W): W G /}.

It is easy to check that m' EM, 0 < m' < m and m'(W) = m'(WC\ V) for all

W G ft) and all V G /.

Let M0 denote the band in M generated by the a-singular elements. Since it

is clear that the a-singular elements belong to M¿, it follows that M0 C M¿¡. Since

M^ is a Dedekind complete Riesz space, there is a Riesz decomposition M^ = M0

+ M¿ where M¿ = {m G M¿: inf(|m|, \m'\) = 0 for all m' G M0}. If 0 < m0 G

Mq, then by the previous paragraph there is an a-singular element 0 < m ' with

m' < m0. But m GM0 so that 0 = inf(m', m0) = m > 0. This is a contradic-

tion. Hence M¿ = {0} so that Ma = M0. The proof is complete.

Example.  The following example shows that, in general, M¿ is bigger than

the ideal of a-singular elements. Let X he the set of all irrationals in [0, 1] and

let ft) denote the set of all finite unions of sets of the form X C\J where / = [a, b]

with a and b rational together with the empty set. Then every element in ft/ has

a unique representation of the form (l)If=in ([ax, bx] U« • • U [an, bn])

where a¡, b¡ are rational for i = 1, • • •, n and 0 < ax <bx < a2 < • • • < a„ <

bn < 1.  Since ft) is closed with respect to complementation, ft) is an algebra so

that ft) = F.

Let {rx, r2,• • •} be an enumeration of the rationals in [0, 1].  For W E ft)

and p EN, define mp(W) = 1/2P if in the representation (1) of W, r   satisfies a¡

< rp < b¡ for some i = 1,« • •, n, and mp(W) = 0 otherwise. It is not difficult

to check that mp G Af(ft/) and is a-singular for all p G N.

Now define m(W) = Sf mp(W) for all W E ft). Then m EM, and, in fact,

since m = sup {Sf=1 m¡: p E N}, m E M¿ by Proposition 4.4. However, m is

not a-singular. Indeed, if m is a-singular, there is a decreasing sequence {Wk} C ft/

with f|" W¡ =0 and 1 = m(X) = m(X n Wk) for all k E N. But If x is any

irrational in [0, 1], there is a Ar with x ^ Wk. Hence there are irrationals s, t with

s <x < t and (s, On^11 0. Let r be a rational with s <r<t. Then r = rp

for some p EN, and mp(Wfc) = 0. -Thus mCY n Wk) < 1. This is a contradiction.

Again let A he a uniformly closed algebra of real-valued functions on X

which separates points and contains constants. For tp EA*, let y>+, y~ and |<¿>|

denote the positive, negative and total variations of tp respectively.

Definition 4.5. Let >p G A* and let a be an infinite cardinal. Then <p is

a-additive if for every a-system ICA+, inf (M(/): fE 1} = 0. (Of course,
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IC A+ is an a-system if 7 is a downward directed system with card(7) < a and

inf {/(x): / G 7} = 0 for ah x G X.) Let A* denote the a-additive functional in A *.

It is clear that A* is an ideal in A*. Let A* denote ¿*      Furthermore,

there is an a such that A* = Aß for ah cardinals ß > a. Let t = t(A) denote

the smallest such cardinal. Then t is the additivity index oí A. (Using the same

notation as for the additivity index for a paving should not cause confusion since

it will be clear from context which is meant.) The proof of the following is

straightforward.

Proposition 4.6. A* is a band in A* with A* C A* C A* for o < a < t.

It is now natural to ask the following question. If M(W) represents A*, does

A* correspond to Ma(W) under the standard representation. Unfortunately, the

answer is no even if ft/ is a normal base. (See (b) of appendix.) However, we do

have the following.

Proposition 4.7. Let M(W) represent A*.  IfmE Ma(W) and if m is the

image of fEA* under the standard representation, then ip G A*.

Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that 0 < m G Ma(W). Let (/„)

be a sequence in A+ which decreases pointwise to 0. From Theorem 2.7 and the

monotone convergence theorem, it follows that ¥>(/„) = ¡x fa dm —*■ 0. Hence

<p G Aa as claimed.

Proposition 4.8. Let [Übe a paving ofrA-closed sets with M(W) represent-

ing A*. If fEA* and if m G M(W) represents ip, then m G MT(ft/). If ft/ is a base

for the closed sets in rA, rAe converse holds.

Proof. Let 7 be a T-system in ft/ and without loss of generality, assume that

0 < ip (so also 0 < m). Let J= {fEA: xw<f<i   for some W G 7}. Then J

is a T-system in A+. Since 0 < <p G A*, 0 = inf {<p(f): f G J}. But, by Theorem

2.7, if xw </, it follows that 0 < m(W) < fx fdm ■ <p(f). Hence 0 < inf{m(Wy.

W G 7} < inf {cp(/): /G /} = 0. Thus m G MT as claimed.

Now assume that ft/ is a base for the ta -closed sets and that m E MT(ftZ).

Without loss of generality, assume that 0 < m and that m(X) = 1. Let J be a t-

system in A and assume that inf{ip(/): fEJ} = 3a > 0. Assume /< 1 for ah

fEJ. For fEJ, define Zf= {xE X: f(x) > a}, and define 7 = {W G ft/: there

exists fEJ,ZfCW}. Since ft/ is a base for the ta -closed sets, 7 is a T-system in

ft/ so that inf [m(W): W G 7} = 0. Let W0 G 7 with m(W0) < a and let /„ G /

with Zfo C W0. Then we have that

3a < rt/0) = J^ /0 (fin = fWQ f0 dm + fx  Wo f0 dm < m(W0) + a<2a.
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This is a contradiction, and the proof is complete.

Corollary 4.9. Let W be a paving of rA -closed sets and assume that

M(W) represents A*. If A* - A*, then Ma = Mr.

Proof. This is immediate from Propositions 4.7 and 4.8.

Problem. Assume M(W) represents A*. If a is an uncountable cardinal

number and if m G Ma(()J) represents ip E A*, is it then necessary that ¡p G A*1

In general, what can be said of the relation of Ma(W) and A*l

Let Z = 2(A) denote the family of A-zeto sets. In general, M(2) does not

represent A*. (In fact, from [9], M(2) represents A* if and only if A* separates

Z.) However, A* is always represented in the standard way by Ma(2) as we will

now proceed to show.

Proposition 4.10. LetO<<pE A*. Then there is a unique m G Ma(2)+

with tp(f) = fx fdm for allfEA. Furthermore, m(Z) = inf{p(f): fEA,xz </},

for all Z G Z.

Proof. By assumption <p is a simple integral on A. Hence, via the Daniell

extension process, y may be extended (uniquely) to an integral 0 on a Riesz space

Â which contains all suprema and infima of uniformly bounded, countable subsets

of A. If Z G Z04), Xz is the infimum over a bounded, countable subset of A and

so Xz e Â.'   Hence, it follows that XpEÂ for all F G F(Z). Define m on F(Z)

by m(F) = 0(xF) for all F G F(Z). Then m is a finite, countably-additive set

function on F(Z). In order to see that m is Z-regular, fix Z„ G Z. Then there is

an increasing sequence (Z„) in Z with Z£ = U{Z„: nEN}. Since m is countably-

additive, ¡72(Zq) = sup {m(Zn): nEN}. Proposition 1.2 now gives that m is Z-

regular.   Since, if / G A, f can be uniformly approximated by simple func-

tions over F(Z), it is clear that <p(f) = Jx fdm.   If Z G Z, there is fE A with 0 <

/< 1 and Z = {x G X: f(x) = 1}. Since/" ; xz> f(fn) * «(£)• Thus m(Z) =

inf{p(f): fEA, Xz ^/}- The uniqueness of m is obvious. The proof is complete.

For (/? G .4*, let mx and m2 be the unique representatives of ip+ and <¿>~ in

M0(2) as in Proposition 4.10. Define I(p) = mx - m2. Since / is linear on (A*)+,

it is easy to verify that / is an order-preserving linear transformation. The map /

will be called the standard representation of A* inM*(2). We then have the fol-

lowing.

Theorem 4.11. The standard representation I of A* into Ma(2) is a norm-

preserving Riesz space isomorphism of A* onto Ma(2). Furthermore, I maps A*

onto Ma(2) for each infinite cardinal a.
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Proof. If lip = 0, then 7(<p+) = 7(cp~). But then, by Proposition 4.10,

<p+ = f~. Thus 7 is one-one. Also if 0 < m G TI7a(Z), then define <p(/) = fx fdm

for all /G A. Since 0 < ip, fEA*, and the monotone convergence theorem

implies that f G A*. The uniqueness statement in Proposition 4.10 now gives

If = m. Thus 7 is onto Ma(I).

In order to show that 7 is lattice preserving, it is sufficient to show that

(If)+ = I(f+) for ah f G A*. It is clear that (Iff < I(f+). Now let 0 < m G

MCT(Z) with (7ip)+ < wi. Since 7 is onto, there is 0 < i// G Ma(Z) with 7i/> = m.

Since 7tp < (7ip)+ < m = 7ip, it follows that 0 < 7(ip - f). Hence ip < \p. Thus

tp+ < ip so that 7(tp+) <7(i//) = m. Since m > (If)+ was arbitrary, it follows that

(If)+ = I(f+)- The fact that 7 is norm preserving now follows from the fact that

17^1 = 7(1^1) for ah f G A*.

Now let a be an infinite cardinal, and let f G A*. Without loss of generality,

assume that 0 < f. Let m = If and let 7 C Z be an a-system. For each Z El,

let fzEAbe such that 0 </z < 1, and Z = {x G X: fz(x) =1}. Let S denote

the family of ah finite subsets of 7 and for a G S, let fa = inf{fz: Z G a}. Then

/ = {/„: a G S} is an a-system in A. Hence 0 = inf {f(fa): o E S}.   Hence, if

e > 0, there is o G S with <p(f0) < e. Take Z G 7 with Z cf)o. Then m(Z) <

f(fa) < e. Thus inf{m(Z): Z G 7} = 0. Hence m G MJJ).

Now assume that 0 < m G Ma(2) and take ip G A* with 7tp = m. Let J be

an a-system in A+, and assume that inf {tp(/): /G /} = 2A(1 + ip(l)) where b > 0.

Without loss of generality, we may assume that \\f\\x < 1 for all fEJ. For fEJ,

define Zr = {x G X: f(x) > b}. Then Zf G Z and 7 = {Z^: /G /} is an a-system

in Z. Since m EMa(I), inf {m(Zj): fEJ) = 0. Hence there is/0 G/with

m(Zf) < b. It then follows that

2A(1 +<p(l))<«p(/0)= f_    /0dm + f /0rfm
J   ÏQ •> /O

<m(Z/o)+A^(l)

<A(1 +.p(l)).

This is a contradiction. Hence ip G A*. The proof is complete.

For the sake of completeness, we conclude this section with a brief discus-

sion of strict topologies on the algebra A analogous to those considered by Sentilles

in [15]. He showed that when A is the set of continuous bounded functions on a

completely regular Hausdorff space, then A* (= AfCT(ZC4))) and A* (= MT(Z(A)))

are the dual spaces of A when A is given an appropriate strict topology. Since, in

general, for an algebra A and paving ft/ (with M(W) representing A*), A*(A*) may
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differ from Mg(MT), the question arises as to which is the dual space of A for the

corresponding strict topology.

Let ft) be a full paving on the underlying set X, and let ¿a(ft)) (or La) denote

the set of compact sets Q in XA - X for which there is a downward directed sys-

tem / C ft/ with card(/) < a with Q = C\ I. For each QELa, let BQ be the

locally convex topology on A generated by the seminorms {p : gEA,g = 0 on Q}

where pg(f) = ll/gll^. The topology ßa is now defined to be the inductive limit

of the topologies ßG as Q ranges over La.

Let M(W) represent A*. The same arguments as in [13] and [15] give the

following:

(1) |3r<|3a<0a<||-||,

(2) ßa is the finest locally convex topology on A agreeing with itself on

norm bounded sets,

(3) the dual of A with the ßa topology is a Dedekind complete Riesz space.

Furthermore, if mE M(W) represents ¡p G A* and if p E M(G) represents ip where

G is the family of closed sets in XA and ip\f) = ip(f) for all fE A, then m(W) =

p(W) for all W G ft).  From this it follows that m E Ma if and only if p(Q) = 0

for all Q G La. The following can then be shown as in [15].

Theorem 4.12. ¿er M((f]) represent A*. Then the dual of A with the ßa

topology is Ma.

Many other results on the strict topologies in [15] and [20] can be shown

to hold in the present setting. However, there are some exceptions. For example,

it is shown in [20] that if A is the algebra of bounded, continuous functions on a

completely regular Hausdorff space, then the following are equivalent for F C (A*)+ :

(1) F is |3a-equicontinuous.

(2) F is o(A*, A) relatively compact in A*.

(3) B is uniformly a-smooth.

(4) If F CM0 is the set of representatives for the elements of F, then F is

uniformly a-additive.

In general, if ft) is a normal base or if ft) = 2(A), then it still follows that

(1) =» (2), (1) =» (4) and (2) « (3). However, (4) ** (1) and (3) ** (4) (See

(e) and (f) of appendix.) The authors do not know if (4) =» (3) holds

5. Tightness.  In order to discuss tightness for M, it is necessary to develop

a notion of compactness relative to ft).

Definition 5.1. Let ft) be a paving on X. A set U C ft) is a ((/-filter if U

satisfies the following.

1. [\+0 and0£ U.

2. If WX,W2E U, then there is W3 C U with W3 C Wx n W2.
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3. If Wy G U, W2 E ft) and WyCW2, then W2 G U.

If (J satisfies 1 and 2, it will be called a W-filter base.

Definition 5.2. A set A C X is W-compact if, for every W-filter U with the

property that A n W =£ 0 for every W G U, it follows that f| {/4 n W: W G U} =£ 0.

In the following proposition, ft/T denotes the family of ah sets of the form

H 7 where 7 is a subset of ft/. (ft/T is again a paving.)

Proposition 5.3. 1. Let A, B be W-compact. Then A U B is also W-compact.

2. Let A be W-compact, W0 E WT and W0 C A.  Then W0 is W-compact.

Proof. 1. Let U be a W-filter and assume that (A U 77) n W ¥= 0 for ah

W E U. Since U is closed under finite intersections, either A n W =£ 0 for ah

W G U or 77 n W =;£ 0 for all W G (J. The result is immediate.

2. Let U be a W-filter with W0 n R/ ¥= 0 for ah W G (J. Let 7 C ft) be down-

ward directed with 07= W0. Without loss of generality, assume that W0 =# 0.

Let H denote the ((/-filter on X with base [W n U: WEI and U EU}. Then

A n H/#0forah WGf/. Since ̂  is W-compact, 0 =É f| W n W: R/Gf7} =

C\{W0nw. WE U}. Hence JV0 is W-compact.

Definition 5.4. An element m G W is tight (W-tight) if, for every e > 0,

there is a W-compact set W0 G WT such that |i?i|(hO < e whenever W E{jJ and WQ

C\W = 0. Let TJ7f (or Mt(W)) denote the set of tight elements in M(W).

It is clear that Mt is an ideal in M. (That Mt is closed under addition is a

consequence of Proposition 5.3(1).)

Proposition 5.5. Let W be a full paving.  Then Mt is a band in M.

Proof. Let (m¡) be a net in Mf with m¡ t m G M+. .Fix e > 0 and choose

miQ with miX) < mi()(X) + e. (Hence, m(F) < w/()(F) + e for all F G F(W).)

Let W0 G WT be W-compact with miQ(W) < e whenever W E W and W0 C\ W = 0.

Then m(W) < 2e whenever W0 C\ W = 0. Since e > 0 was arbitrary, the proof

is complete.

Proposition 5.6. Let m EM. If m is tight, then m is T-additive.

Proof. Without loss of generality, let mEM+. Let 7 C W be downward directed

with 07 = 0. Assume that inf(m(W): WEI} = 2e>0. Since m is tight,

there is a W-compact set W0 G WT with m(W) < e whenever W G W and W0 n

W = 0. Since m(W) > 2e for ah W G 7, W0 n ÍA ̂ 0 for ah t7 G U where U is

the W-filter with base 7.  Since W0 is W-compact, it follows that 0^Ç){WonU:

UELÍ} C D 7.  This is a contradiction.

Definition 5.7. A set S C M(W) is ri£Ar if for every e > 0, there is a W-

compact set W0 G WT with |m|(^) < e for ah m G S and all W G W with W n

Wo = 0.
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Definition 5.8. Let m G Ai. Then m has compact support if there is a

W-compact set W0 E ft/T such that \m\(W) = 0 whenever W G ft) and WQ n W = 0.

Let Mc (or MC(W)) denote the set of elements in M with compact support.

It is clear that Mc is an ideal in Mt. Furthermore, we have the following.

Proposition 5.9. ¿ei m GMf+. Then there is an increasing sequence (mn)

in M* with mn t m.

Proof. Let 0 < m E Aff+(ft/). For each nEN, choose Wn G ft/T (where r

is the ((/-additivity index) with Wn ((/-compact and with m(W) < 1/« whenever

W E ft) and W C\ Wn - 0.

For W0 E ft)T, define p(W0) = inf {m(W): WE(fl,W0CW}. For F G F(WT),

define p(F) = sup{p(W0): W0 G WT, W0 C F}. (Recall that ft/T is a paving.) It

can now be verified that p G Mt(WT). For each nEN, define pn on F(ft/T) by

pn(F) = p(F n D/„) for each F G F(ft)T). It is not hard to verify that pn E M(WT).

Since 0 < pn < p, it follows that if mn denotes the restriction of p„ to F(ft)) then

rn„ EM+((jj). It is clear that mn G Mc(ft)) since m„(W) = p„(W) = 0 whenever

W E W and Wn n W = 0. By Proposition 5.3 we may assume that WnCWn+l

for all n G F so that (mn) is an increasing sequence in Mc+(ft)). If it can be shown

that m„ t m, the proof will be complete. Since (m„) is increasing, this is equiva-

lent to m„(F) t m(F) for all F G F(ft)). Furthermore, using ((/-regularity, this will

follow if it can be shown that mn(W) t m(W) for all W G ft/.

In order to see that mn(W) t »z(W0 for all W G ft), assume that this is false.

Hence, there is WQ G ft) and e > 0 such that m^Wn) + e < m(W0) for all n G N.

Take nQEN with l/«0 < e/4. Let / C ft/ be downward directed with Wn   = O ¿

Since p G MT+(WT), there is W* G / with m(W*) = p(W*) < p(Wno) + e/4.

Finally, since m is regular, there is a W E ft) with (f C W0 - IC* and m(W0 - W*)

< m(W) + e/4. Since W O W* = 0, it follows that W n W    = 0 so that m(W)

< l/n0. It now follows that

0 < e < m(W0) - m„0(R/0) - /i(w0) - p(W0 n H^)

<#0)-#0nr) + e/4

< m(^0 - IV*) + e/4

< m(W) + e/2 < l/«0 + e/2 < 3e/4.

This is a contradiction, and the result follows.

Corollary 5.10. ¿er ft/ be a /«// paving.  Then Mt is the band in M gen-

erated by Mc.
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An element m G M(W) is called 0, 1-valued if 0 =£ m and m(F) = 0 or

m(F) = 1 for each F G F(W). Let X0 denote the set of all 0, 1-valued elements

in M(W). For each infinite cardinal number a, let Xa = X0 n Ma. The linear sub-

space of M(W) generated by Xa (for a = 0 or a an infinite cardinal) is denoted by

¿a(or¿a(W)).

Let X0 denote the set of ah maximal W-filters. For a an infinite cardinal

number with a < t, the filter £ G X0 satisfies the a-condition if 0 7 =£ 0 when-
A A

ever /CJ and card (7) < a. Let Xa = {£ G X0: £ satisfies the a-condition}.

Finally, let 1T = {£ G f0: f|£*0}-
Remark. Let £ be a W-fhter. Then £ is a maximal W-filter if and only if

whenever WEW~%, there is W' G £ with WC\W' = 0.

Proposition 5.11. For m G X0, define £m = {W G W: m(H0 = 1}. 77k?m

£m G Xq. Furthermore, for a = 0 or a any infinite cardinal number, the mapping

m—*■ £m is one-one from Xa onto Xa.

Proof. For m G X0 it is easy to verify that £m is a filter, and it follows
At

from the above remark that £m is maximal. Hence £m E X0. It is also simple to

verify that the map m ~* £m is one-one and that. £m G Xa if and only if m G Xa.

Ah that need be verified is that the map is onto.

Let £ G X0, and define m: F —► R by

,_.     (l,   if there is W G £ with WCf,

JO,   otherwise,

for ah F G F. If it can be shown that m is finitely-additive, it will follow immedi-

ately that m G Xq and £m = £. Let Fx, F2 G F with Fj D F2 = 0. It is clear

that m(Fy) + m(F2) < ffiiFj U F2). Hence, assume that m(Fy U F2) = 1. By

Proposition 1.2 and the assumption that Ft n F2 = 0, there are R,1,« • •,

W„1+„2, K„« ••, K„1+„2 G W with ViCWiíoii=l,'",nl+ n2, (W, - V¡)

r\(Wj-V¡)=0 for i #/ such that Fj = U {ty - ^: Í - 1,» • •, «,} and F2 =

U {^i - V¡: i = ny + 1, • • •, «i + n2}. Since m(Ft U F2) = 1, there is a W0 G£

with W0 CFy U F2. We will assume that m(Fj) = m(F2) = 0 and derive a con-

tradiction. We first deduce the following statement.

(1) For i = 1.« • •, «! + n2, there is U¡ G £ such that tff n (Wt -V¡) = 0.

In order to see (1), fix i. If Wt E £, then either ^ G £ or IÇ £ £. If ^ G £,

take C^. = V¡. If F¿ £ £, then there is W G £ with Wnvt = 0. Since ty G £, we

have that W C\ W¡E % and Wn W¡ C W¡- V¡ so that either m(Fy) = 1 or m(F2)

= 1 contrary to the assumption that m(Fy) = m(F2) = 0. Hence (1) follows if

W¡ G £. If W¡ £ £, then there is W G £ with WnWt = 0. Taking C^. = W, the

claim follows.
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Now by the claim, for each i = 1,» • • ,n. + n2, there is U¡ E % with U¡ O

(W¡ - Vj) = 0. Define U=W0 n C\{U¡: i=l,'",nx+ n2}. Then UE%.

However, U C W0 C Fx U F2. But U n (Ft U F2) =0 so that F = 0. This

contradicts the fact that £ is a filter. The proof of the proposition is complete.

Let A he a uniformly closed algebra of real-valued functions on the set X

which contains the constants and separates points. A functional ip G A* is called

tight if for every uniformly bounded net in A which converges to 0 uniformly on

ta -compact subsets of X, it follows that \¡p\(f¡) -* 0. Let A* denote the set of

all tight functionals in A*. It is not difficult to check that A* is a band in A*

and that A* C A*. The proof of the following is due in essence to Varadarajan [21].

Proposition 5.12. Let W be a normal base for ta , and let m G M(W) repre-

sent ipEA*. Then <pEA* ifand only ifmE M0).

Proof. (=») Since ft) is a normal base for rA, ft/T is the family of ta -closed

sets; and a set W G ft/T is W-compact if and only if it is ta -compact. Let tp G A*,

and without loss of generality assume that 0 < ip. Assume that m $ Mt, and let

ft/c denote the set of all nonempty ((/-compact subsets of ft/T. Since m ^ Mt, there

is an e0 > 0 such that, for every W G ft/c, there is Uw G ft/ with Uw C\W = 0

and m(Uw) > e0. Since W is ta -compact, there is fw G A with 0 < fw < 1,

fw = 1 on Uw and fw = 0 on W. Then {fw: W G ft/c} is a net which converges

to zero uniformly on W-compact sets. But, for all W G ft/c, ip(fw) = /^ fwdm >

m(Uw) > e0. Thus y(fw) +* 0 contrary to the assumption yEA*.

(«=) Assume mEMt and, without loss of generality, that 0 < m. Let (/•)

be a uniformly bounded net in A with f¡—*0 uniformly on the rA -compact sets

in X. Let e > 0 be arbitrary. Take W0 E ft/T with W0 ft)-compact and with m(W)

< e for all W G ft) with W0 n W = 0. Let p denote the extension of m to MT(WT)

as in the proof of Proposition 5.9. Since WQ is ta -compact, there is an index i0

such that \fj(x)\ < e for all / > i0 and x G WQ. Hence, by Theorem 2.7, for

MM< fx-w0Wdm + iw9Wdm

<Mp(X-W0) + ey(\)

where M is a uniform bound for (f¡). Since m(W) < e if W E ft) and W0 O W

= 0, it follows from the ft/T-regularity of p that p(X - W0) < e. Thus l^/)! <

e(M + ip(l)) for i > i0. Since e > 0 was arbitrary, <p(f¡) —*■ 0. The proof is com-

plete.

Let Z = 2(A) denote the family of A zero sets.  Let / be the standard repre-

sentation of A* inM0(2) as in Theorem 4.11. We then have the following.
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Theorem 5.13. The standard representation I of A* in Ma(l) maps A*

onto Mt(l).

The proof of this theorem is left to the reader. The fact that 7^ G Mt(Z)

if and only if <p G A* follows as in Proposition 5.12. The only other thing that

needs to be observed is that Z is a basis for the ta -closed sets and that a set is

Z-compact if and only if it is ta -compact.

As in [15] a topology ß0 on A may be defined for which the dual space is

A*. Indeed, let ß0 be defined as the finest locally convex topology on A which

agrees on the norm bounded sets with the topology of uniform convergence on

ta -compact sets. It can be shown as in [15] that ß0 < )3T.

If Af(W) represents A*, it may happen that the W-compact sets do not coin-

cide with the ta -compact sets. In the case that W is a normal base, the two are

the same and so the following.

Proposition 5.14. If W is a normal base with XA the W-compactification

or if W is 1(A), then the dual space of A with the ß0 topology is A* = M*.

Many of the other results in [15] and [20] concerned with the ßQ topology

can be shown to hold when W is a normal base.

6. Weak convergence.  Let A be an algebra and let W be a paving of ta -

closed sets such that M(W) represents A*. The weak topology on M(W) generated

by A will be the unique topology on M(W) which makes the standard representa-

tion of A* in M(W) a topological isomorphism when A* has the a(A*, A) topol-

ogy. If (m¡) is a net in M(W), then by Theorem 4.7 mi —* m in the weak topol-

ogy if and only if ¡x fdm¡ -*■ Jx fdm for ah / G A. Similarly, if Z = 2(A), the

weak topology on Ma(Z) will be the unique topology on Ma(T) which makes the

standard representation of A* onto Tkfc(Z) a topological isomorphism. The follow-

ing version of the Portmanteau theorem holds. The proof is omitted as it is essen-

tially that of [2, p. 12]. (Also see [21].)

Theorem 6.1. Let (m¡) be a net in M^(2). Then the following are equiv-

alent.

1. m¡—*m weakly.

2. lim sup m¡(Z) < m(Z) for all Z G Z and m¡(X) -* m(X).

3. lim inf m-(Zc) > m(Zc) for all ZEl, and m,(X) -* m(X).

4. hmw,.(F) = m(F) for all F E r\l) with sup{m(Zc): Z G Z, Zc C F} =

inf {m(Z): ZEl,FCZ).

Lemma 6.2. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space, let W be a base for the

closed sets in X and let (m¡) be a net in M+(W) with m.(X) -*• m(X) and
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lim sup m¡(W) < m(W) for all WG ft) wAere m EM+(W).  Then m¡ —* m in the

weak topology.

Proof. Since ft/ is a base for the closed sets, M((jJ) represents C(X)* by

Theorem 3.12.  Let v¡(f) = fx fdm{ and <¿>(/) = fx fdm for ah /G C(X). Since

M(G) represents C(X)* (where G is the family of closed subsets of X), there are

p,., p EM+(G) with .,>,.(/) = fx fdpi and ip(f) = ¡x fdp for all /G C(X). (Hence

m¡ and m axe restrictions to F(W) of pi and p respectively.) We will show that

¡x fdpi -» ¡xfdp for all / G ̂  with 0 < / < 1. (That is, 0 < f(x) < 1 for all

jc G X.) The result follows immediately from this.

Fix / G A with 0 < / < 1. For each number r G (0, 1), define Zr= {xE X:

f(x) = r}; and let P = {rE(0, 1): p(Zr) > 0}. Since p is a finite measure, P is

countable.  Let « be a fixed natural number greater than 1.  Let 6 be a number

with 1/« < 6 < \\n - 1 such that kB <$P for all k = 1, • • • , n. (That such a

number exists can be seen by considering an F C [1/«, \\n - 1) where F is a

basis for the real numbers over the rational numbers. Since F is uncountable and

linearly independent over the rationals, the fact that F is countable guarantees

that there is 0 EH satisfying the required conditions.) Define Fk = {xE X: kd <

f(x)} for each k = 0, I,' ' • ,n.

It now follows for k = 1, • • •, n that p¡(Fk) —*■ p(Fk). Indeed, fix e > 0,

and let Uk = {x E X: kd < f(x)}. Since ft! is a base for the closed sets in X and

since p is r-additive (as p G M(G) = MT(G)), there are sets Wx, W2 E ft) with Wx

CUk,FkCW2, p(Uk -Wcx)<e and p(W2 -Fk) < e. Since p(Fk) = p(Uk) +

p(Zk) = p(Uk) (since kd $ P), it follows that m(Wcx) > p(Uk) - e = p(Fk) - e.

Since Wcx C F C W2, it follows that

lim sup pt(Fk) < lim sup m¡(W2) < m(W2) < p(Fk) + e,

and

lim inf p¡(Fk) > lim inf mflVf) > m(Wcx) > p(Fk) - e.

Since e > 0 was arbitrary, it follows that P¡(Fk) -* p(Fk) as claimed.

Let v denote either p¡ or p. Then we have that

¿ (k - lXMFfc-i ~Fk) < fx fdv < ¿  WMFfc_, -Ffc).

(Note that F0 = X and F„ = 0.) Rearranging the sums, we obtain that

(i) e "¿ v(Fk)<fxfdv <dv(X) + e "£ K^)-
fc=i fc=i

Since p,(Ffc) -+ p(Ffc) for all fc = 0, !,•••,«, it follows from (1) that
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limsup^/rf/x-J^/^J

< lim-sup \dp(X) + 6 "¿ p(Fk) - 6  ¿ /i,(Ffc)|
L k=l k=i J

< 6p(X) < (Un - l)p(X).

Since 1 =£ n G TV was arbitrary, it then follows that lim sup [fx fdp - fx fdp¡] < 0.

In a similar fashion, it follows that lim inf [fx fdp - fx fdpt] > 0. Hence,

lim Sx fdp¡ = fx fdp. The proof is complete.

Theorem 63. Let W be a normal base for the ta topology on X whose

Wattman compactification is XA. Let (m¡) be a net M+(W) and let m G M+(W).

77zen the following are equivalent.

1. m(—> m weakly.

2. lim sup mfW) < m(W) for all W E W and mt{X) -* m(X).

3. lim inf m^W0) > m(Wc) for all W E W and m¡(X) -*■ m(X).

Proof. (1 =» 2) Let WEW, and fix e > 0. Since M(W) represents A* by

Theorem 3.12, there is /G A with Xw ̂ / and fx fdm < m(W) + e. Hence it

follows that

lim sup m¡(W) < lim r. fdm¡ = L fdm < m(W)+ €.

Since e > 0 was arbitrary, the result follows immediately.

(2 <=> 3) This is obvious.

(2 => 1) By Proposition 3.11, W is a basis for the closed sets in XA. Let

f(f) = fx fdm for ah / G A. Then 0 < f G C(XA )*. Since M(W) represents

C(XA)* by Theorem 3'.12, there is 0 < m G M(ftl) with f(f) = JXa fdm for all

fEA. Hence for ah WE W,

m(W) = iní[f(f): fEA,xw<fi

= iní{f(f): f G C(XA), xw </} = m(W).

Thus m¡(XA) -*■ m(XA) and lim sup m¡(W) < m(W) for ah W G W. Hence by

Lemma 6.2, fx fdmi = fx   fdmi -*■ ¡x   fdm = fx fdm for ah / G A. Hence

mi —* m weakly as claimed. The proof is complete.

Theorem 6.3 need not hold if W is not a normal basis. (See (c) of appendix.)

For eachx EX, let mx denote the measure assigning unit mass to the set

{x}, and let L(X) (or ¿) denote the linear hull of {mx: x G X).

Proposition 6.4. Let W be a full paving on X with M(W) representing A*.

Then L(X) is weakly dense in M(W). Furthermore, the map x—*■ mx extends to
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a homeomorphism of XA into M({jJ). Finally, M(ft/) is also dense in M0(2(A)).

The fact that L(X) is dense in M(W) is immediate from the Hahn-Banach

theorem and the fact that the dual of A* with the topology a(A*,A) is A. The

proofs of the other statements are left to the reader.

If X is a metric space and (mn) a sequence of Borel measures on X, it is

well known that (mn) converges weakly to a Borel measure m if fx fdmn —*

fx fdm for every bounded, uniformly continuous function/on X. The following

is a generalization of this fact.

Proposition 6.5. Let Ax and A2 be two algebras on X with A2 CAX.

Assume that ifZ0 G 2X = 2(AX), then Z0 = C\{Z: ZE Z2,Z0 C Z}. ¿er (mj)

be a net in M*(2X), let m G Mr+(Z,), and assume that fx fdm( —* fx fdm for

allfEA2. Then fx fdm¡ -* ¡x fdm for allfEAx.

Proof. Let Z0 G 2X and fix e > 0. Since m G MT+(Z,), there is Zx E Z2

with Z0 C Zx and m(Zx - Z0) < e. By Theorem 7.1, it follows that

lim sup m¡(Z0) < lim sup m¡(Zx) < m(Zx) < m(Z0) + e.

Since e > 0 was arbitrary, the result follows by Theorem 6.1.

Corollary 6.6. Let X be a completely regular Hausdorff space and let A

be an algebra on X with ta the original topology of X. Let (pj) G (Cb(X)*)*

and <p G (Cb(X)*)+. Then ̂  -* y weakly if and only if ^(/) -»■ «/>(/) for all

fEA.

Appendix. The following space may be used to provide counterexamples for

several natural conjectures.

Example. Let A denote the closed unit disc in the plane. We give A a topol-

ogy as follows. For 0 + z0 = r0 e' °, sets of the form {re1 °: rQ - e < r < r0 + e}

where 0 < e < r0 give a basis for the neighborhood system at z0. A basis for the

neighborhood system at 0 consists of sets N(0; 9X, • • •, 6n, rx, • • •, rn) = {z G A:

z + rel k where k = 1, • • •, n and rk < r}, where 6 x, • • •, dn axe angles between

0 and 2tt and rx, • • •, rn are positive numbers. It is not hard to check that A is

a compact Hausdorff space. Let X = A - {0} and let A denote the algebra of

restrictions to X of the continuous real-valued functions on A. It is clear that

XA = A and that ta is the restriction to X of the topology of A.

(a)  77zere is a paving ft) such that M(\Ü) represents A* even though ft/ is not

a normal base.

Proof. Let ft/ denote the full paving on X generated by the compact sets

in X together with the setsBe = {z EX: \z\ < e} as e runs through (0, 1]. It is
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clear that A strongly separates W. It is also clear that W is not a base for the

closed sets in XA = A. Indeed, the set consisting of 0 together with annulus

obtained by removing the open disc of radius V2. centered at 0 is closed in A but

is not the intersection of elements of W. Hence by Proposition 3.11, W is not a

normal base.

In order to show that M(W) represents .4*, it is sufficient by Theorem 3.8

to show that condition (2') of the remark fohowing Theorem 3.8 holds. Let

0 < p G TI7(G) where G is the family of closed sets in A. If m is a multiple of the

unit point measure at 0, it is clear that (2') holds. Hence assume that infiju, p0)

= 0. Hence, given e > 0 and G0 G G, there is Gt G G with 0 £ Gt, Gt CGJ

and p(G£ - Gj) < e. But since 0 ^ Gt, G y is a compact subset of X so that

Gy G W. It is now clear that condition (2') holds.

(b) If M(W) represents A*, it is not necessary for Ma(W) to correspond with

A* even if W is a normal base.

Proof. The example will be given for a = a. (A similar example exists for

every cardinal a.) Let W be the paving generated by the zero sets of A together

with the sets B, = {xE X: \z\ < e}. It is easy to check that any zero set of A is
id

either compact in X or contains a set of the form {z EX: z # re   " for n G TV}

where (dn) is a sequence from [0, 27r). Hence in any pah of disjoint zero sets,

one is compact. By Proposition 3.11, W is a normal base with X^ = XA. Hence

M(W) represents A* by Theorem 3.12. Let <p(/) = /(0) for ah /G A. It is easy

to see that if (/„) is a sequence in A with /„ I 0 pointwise on X, then f„(0) ¿ 0.

Hence tp G A*. If m G M(W) represents <p, then m(Be) = 1 for ah e > 0. Thus

Byln I 0 but m(By,„) •** 0. Hence m $Ma(W).

(c) IfM(W) represents A* and if W is not a normal base, it is possible to

have a sequence (mn) in M+(W) with mn(X) —*• m(X) and lim sup mn(W) <

m(W) for all WE W even though (mn) does not converge weakly to m.

Proof. Let W be the full paving generated by the compact sets in X together

with the setsDe = [z EX: z = re'6 with |r| < e and 6 =¿ 0}. Then M(W) repre-

sents ^4*. Let rn be a sequence in (0, 1) with rn —► 0. For each « G TV, define

m2n to be the point measure at rn and define m2n+l to be the point measure at

1. It is clear that the sequence (mk) does not converge weakly. However, as may

easily be seen, mn(X) -+my(X) and lim sup mn(W) < mx(W) for ah W G W.

(d) Let M(W) represent A with W a normal base. It is not necessary that

M0(W) be weakly sequentially complete.

Proof. Let W be as in (c) above, and let mn EM*(W) be the measure

assigning mass 1 at the point 1/«. Then mn -* m0 where m0 is unit mass at 0.
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However, m0 ^ Afj"(ft)). (The functional <¿>0 representing mQ on the other hand

does belong to A+.)

(e) Let B C A* be represented by H C Ma(W). Then it can happen that H

is uniformly o-additive but B is not ßa-equicontinuous even if ft) is a normal base

or 1(A).

Proof. Take ft) to be the paving generated by Z(.4) together with the set of

Be = {zE X: \z\ < e} for e > 0. (Then ft) is a normal base for XA.) Let F =

{<pz: \z\ = Vi} where <pz(f) = f(z) for all/G A. Then F = {mz: \z\ = tt} where

mz is the measure assigning mass 1 to z. It is easy to see that if / C ft) is a a-sys-

tem then \in\W(EI m(W) = 0 uniformly for m EH. Hence F is uniformly a-addi-

tive. However, F is not |3CT-equicontinuous. Indeed, if F were |30-equicontinuous,

there is a g E A with g(0) = 0 and {/: \\fg\\x < 1} C F. But if g(Q) = 0, then

g = 0 on all but at most a countable number of rays {Ie : n E N} where Ie   =

{z: z = re  " for some 0 < r < 1}.

Now let F0 = {x EXA. 0 <g(x) < &} and Fx = {xEXA: Vi <g(x)}.

Let fE A be such that 0 </< 2,/= 0 on Fx and /= 2 on F0. Then \\fg\\x < 1

sothat/GF0. Butif0o£ {0n: nEN} and if z0 = tteid°, then/(z0) = <pz (f)

= 2. Thus / ^ F° which is a contradiction.

(f) For B and Has in (e), it may happen that B is uniformly a-smooth but

H is not uniformly o-additive even if ft) is a normal base or 2(A).

Proof. Let ft/ be as in (e) above, and take F = {<p1/fc: k E N}. Then F =

{mxjk: k EN}. It is clear that F is uniformly a-smooth. However, / = {Bx ,„:

nEN} isa a-system in ft) on which F does not converge uniformly to 0.
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